
 DECANTER 8980210 Wine Show Case

DECANTER Model 8980210 in Black finish

ELEGANCE AND RELIABILITY
Decanter is the new line of showcases for the display 
and conservation of wine, created in respect
of maintenance and service principles. It recreates the 
typical ideal conditions of a traditional wine cellar.

Thanks to the right setting of temperature
and humidification, the aroma and the organoleptic 
features of your wine will be unchanged and your wine 
will be conserved at the ideal conditions.

Decanter design and elegance offer a great visibility 
to the displayed product. Its compact size makes it 
adaptable to any space needs and, together with its 
different customized solutions, it becomes a refined 
piece of furniture and stands out in the location where it 
is positioned: from the wine shop to the restaurant, from 
the bar to the private residence.

Decanter  8980210 - Wine Showcase Black
Special includes the following as shown (excluding bottles) 
Frame with 2 shelves for slanting bottle positioning,  
1 glass shelf for vertical bottle positioning,  
1 varnished shelf for vertical bottle positioning,  
1 varnished shelf for horizontal bottle positioning.



THE SOLUTION 
TO YOUR OWN 
NEEDS

The modular frame allows you to choose different ways for the bottles positioning. 
You can combine the four types of shelves, by adjusting their height along 
the frame and set up each showcase according to your needs and personal 
preferences.

Bottles positioning: slanting
Capacity: n.12 bottles
Nr. of shelves per frame: n.6

Bottles positioning: vertical
Capacity: n.28 bottles
Nr. of shelves per frame: n.4

Sectional free-standing 
frame for a different 
arrangement of the bottles 

Bottles positioning: vertical
Capacity: n.28 bottles
Nr. of shelves per frame: n.4

Bottles positioning: horizontal
Capacity: n.18 bottles (on 3 levels)
Nr. of shelves per frame: n.6

 

TWO DOOR DECANTER MODEL SHOWN

Two door model shown for 
illustration purposes only


